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A BSTRACT
In-service detection of material failures based on an integrated sensor network is the main
goal of structural health monitoring (SHM). In this paper, we report on a millimeter-wave
Doppler radar sensor operating at 102 GHz that enables accurate and non-contact mechanical vibration sensing. Thanks to the unique properties of mm-wave radiation it
is possible to penetrate through many non-conducting materials. In contrast to LaserDoppler-vibrometry this modality enables non-contact vibration measurements behind
barriers such as glass-fiber-reinforced plastics, sandwich structures, foams, ceramics etc.
Experimental measurements are shown for damage detection and non-linear motion sensing. The unique properties of mm-wave radiation promise great potential for a multitude
of future SHM-applications.
K EYWORDS : remote vibration sensing, millimeter-waves, structural health monitoring.

I NTRODUCTION
Structural health monitoring based on vibration measurements has a long tradition [1]. In these
applications the mechanical vibrations are normally sensed via accelerometers, strain gauges or
Laser-Doppler vibrometers. A different approach for measuring vibrations of large structures is
given by radar interferometry. This refers to a remote sensing technique that is able to detect small
deformations at large distances [2]. The working principle is based on two antennas arranged next
to each other, with which the phase differences of the reflected electromagnetic radiation can be
measured. A widespread usage for structural dynamics studies is limited by high equipment costs.
Subsequently, we will focus on millimeter-wave radiation that is part of the electromagnetic spectrum at frequencies between 30 and 300 GHz. This corresponds to a wavelength of 10 mm and 1 mm,
respectively. Several interesting properties can be exploited for non-contact vibration sensing:
• The short wavelength enables mechanical oscillations measurements with small amplitudes.
• Vibration sensing is performed in a contactless way, similar to Laser-Doppler vibrometry, with
good signal-to-noise ratio.
• Most non-conductive materials are transparent at these frequencies so that mechanical oscillations of buried objects can be detected.
• Millimeter waves propagate in dust and water vapor with low attenuation which enables large
propagation distances (up to few kilometers).
• Electromagnetic radiation at typical power-densities is harmless for humans [3].
• They have a low sensitivity with respect to the surface state of the object being investigated.
• Radar modules can be manufactured on a low-cost basis (compare automotive industry).
Microwaves and millimeter-waves have been applied in many studies for non-contact respiration
and heart beat sensing [4]. Since the electromagnetic waves are able to penetrate through rubbles
it is possible to use this technique to search for buried people [5]. A major challenge, especially
for vital sign measurements, are random body movements. To solve this problem, the detection can
Copyright © Inria (2014)
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be performed from multiple sides or using a differential radar front-end operating at two different
frequencies [6]. A terahertz sensor for measuring mechanical vibrations behind optically opaque
materials has been proposed in [7]. The application of mm-wave vibration sensing for SHM purposes
is new and only few papers have been published on that topic. An example is given by radar-based
monitoring of a bridge in [8]. Furthermore, condition monitoring of a propulsion system has been
reported in [9].
In recent years, millimeter-waves and submillimeter-waves up to 1000 GHz gain more and more
attention in the Non-Destructive-Testing community to determine three-dimensional images of one or
multiple defects [10]. The aim of this NDT-method consists in spatially resolved damage diagnostics,
especially suited for damage detection in glass-fiber-reinforced plastics, sandwich structures, foams,
ceramics, etc. For this purpose Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) methods are widely used [11, 12].
However, this NDT-method is limited when the material under test cannot be penetrated by the
electromagnetic waves, e.g. in the case of carbon fiber reinforced plastics [13].
On one hand, the contribution of this paper is to demonstrate the ability of using millimeter-waves
for measuring mechanical vibrations behind barriers that are transparent at mm-wave frequencies. On
the other hand, it will be shown that the measured time-series can be used for the assessment of
structural defects. Therefore, Section 1 presents the underlying theory of a Doppler radar sensor and
the complex arctan-demodulation of I-Q-signals. After that, Section 2 introduces the experimental
setup used in this study in conjunction with measurement results of linear and non-linear motion.

1.

T HEORY

There are different mechanisms for motion sensing radars that are summarized in [6], i.e. Doppler
frequency shift, Doppler nonlinear phase modulation, pulse radar and FMCW radar. In this paper, we
will consider a radar system that exploits the Doppler frequency shift. Hence, the following section
starts with a brief description of the underlying theory.
1.1 Signal Model of a Doppler Radar System
In conventional Doppler radars the transmitter emits a continuous wave signal s(t) at the frequency f0
with the residual phase φ1 (t) [6]. That signal is given by
T (t) = cos (2π f0t + φ1 ) .

(1)

When the target is moving with a velocity v along the line-of-sight of the radar, as shown in Fig. 1,
then a Doppler frequency shift occurs that is measured by the radar receiver. The plus sign in the
following equation corresponds to a motion in the direction of the antenna, while a negative sign
denotes a motion in the reverse direction. The received signal can be described as


4π vt
R(t) = cos 2π f0t ±
+ φ2 ,
(2)
λ
where the phase term changes to φ2 due to additional phase noise and variation of the nominal measurement distance. The Doppler frequency can be expressed as
fD =

2v f0
,
c

(3)

using the relationship c = λ f0 . Consequently, the frequency of the received signal is given by f0 ± fD .
After downconversion to base-band the resulting output signal is given by RB (t) = cos(±2π fDt + ∆Φ).
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Figure 1 : Flowchart of the mm-wave Doppler heterodyne radar sensor.

1.2 Complex Signal Demodulation
Since a typical quadrature radar has two channels, I (in-phase) and Q (quadrature), complex signal
demodulation needs to be performed in base-band. In many cases the well-known arctangent demodulation is used. For a proper determination of amplitude and phase, the Doppler radar requires
accurate DC calibration due to a lack of quadrature of the I-Q-signal [14]. This procedure centers the
constellation diagram at its origin. The phase function is given by

ϕ (t) = arctan

Q(t)
+ H,
I(t)

(4)

where I(t) and Q(t) denote the time-dependent I- and Q-channel, respectively. Furthermore, H stands
for a phase correction term when the jumps in the phase function are larger than π . This procedure is
called phase-unwrapping. Consequently, the amplitude relation is given by
q
(5)
R(t) = Q(t)2 + I(t)2 .
There is a direct relationship between ϕ (t) and the displacement x(t) given by Equation (6). In this
expression, k denotes the wave-number in free space and λ the wavelength. Here, x(t) must be divided
by 2 to account for the two-way propagation.
x(t) =

2.

1 ϕ (t) 1 ϕ (t)λ
.
=
2 k
2 2π

(6)

R ESULTS

2.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup proposed in this paper is a full-electronic implementation of the system described in [15]. A schematic of the radar setup is shown in Fig. 1 and the corresponding experimental
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Figure 2 : (left) Experimental setup for mm-wave remote sensing; submillimeter-vibrations are found behind a
barrier of 80mm thick polystyrene foam; (right) Millimeter-wave path within the experimental setup.

realization in Fig. 2. Two synthesizers, indicated by A and B, have been used to generate continuous wave signals of 17 GHz and 17.001 GHz, respectively. The former signal for the transmitter
is forwarded to a frequency multiplier that multiplies the frequency of the signal by a factor of six.
Consequently, the signal transmitted by the diagonal horn antenna has a frequency of 102 GHz which
corresponds to a wavelength of λ ≈ 3mm.
The right part of Fig. 1 illustrates the structure oscillating with the velocity v. The direct signal
from the transmitting antenna is recorded by the reference receiver to provide the reference signal.
The reflections from the vibrating structure are measured by the receiving antenna. Detuning the synthesizers by 1 MHz in combination with subsequent frequency multiplication leads to an intermediate
frequency (IF) of 6 MHz. It is worth noting that the IF can be defined in a certain frequency range
depending on the filter properties of the W-band receivers. For practical reasons we have defined the
IF as 6 MHz. The lock-in amplifier demodulates the I- and Q-signals which are sampled with 20 kHz
for further data analysis.
As shown in Fig. 2 we have placed a barrier of 80mm thick polystyrene foam between the antenna and the beam structure. The intention is to demonstrate the unique properties of mm-waves
to penetrate through this non-conducting material. Such an experiment cannot be performed with a
conventional Laser-Doppler-vibrometer since the laser beam cannot pass that barrier material. The
path of the millimeter-waves within the experimental setup is presented in the right part of Fig. 2. A
collimated beam is sent towards the structure under test. Various experiments have been conducted
with the proposed setup as outlined below. In each experiment an impulse excitation by a hammer has
been used where the impact point is 200 mm from the bottom of the structure.
2.2 The Barrier Effect
Fig. 3(a) shows a basic comparison using the displacements measured with and without the barrier.
The impact has been performed manually so that there is a difference in impact time and amplitude
leading to a lack of coherence in the excitation signal. Note that the unwrapped phase and hence the
displacements have not been filtered. This demonstrates the excellent signal to noise ratio (SNR). A
constant increase of the optical path difference occurs due to the difference of the refractive indices
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Figure 3 : (a) Displacement for barrier / no barrier (unfiltered); (b) close-up of the displacement to show the
measurement noise; (c) Comparison of power spectral densities; (d) centred constellation diagram.

between air and foam. However, this phase shift has no influence on the dynamics measurements as
demonstrated in Fig. 3(a).
Fig. 3(b) illustrates a close-up of the displacement measurement indicating that the amplitudes
of the measurement noise are < 10 µ m. In a next step, power spectral densities (PSD) have been
calculated based on Welch’s method. The results are illustrated in Fig. 3(c) showing a good agreement
for both cases. It is also interesting to note that not only the fundamental, but also the higher order
vibration modes can be measured. The phase demodulation requires DC-calibration that leads to the
centered constellation diagram in Fig. 3(d).
2.3 Damage Detection
The proposed setup has been used to detect structural defects behind a polystyrene foam. Therefore,
Fig. 4(a) shows the displacement measurements for the pristine structure and the structure having a
crack of 20mm. The corresponding PSDs are shown in Fig. 4(b). A good agreement can be found
between repeating measurements for both scenarios, proving the reliability of the measurements. And,
as expected, the eigenfrequency of the fundamental and higher order modes are shifted to lower frequencies due to a lower stiffness of the damaged structure. By means of this simple case study we are
able to demonstrate the proof-of-principle for millimeter-wave sensing for structural monitoring.
2.4 Nonlinear Motion Sensing
In the final experiment, we have investigated the possibility to measure nonlinear motion. Therefore,
the excited structure hits a massive block that limits its motion in one direction. Note that the displacement in positive direction is constraint as a result of the blocking mass. The close-up in Fig. 5(a)
shows that after approximately 1.5 s the structure vibrates freely. The non-linear motion is studied via
time-frequency analysis using a Short-Time-Fourier-Transform in Fig. 5(b).
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Figure 4 : (a) Displacement measurements (b) Power spectral densities for the intact and the damaged structure
(two measurements for each case).

C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have demonstrated the potential of millimeter-wave sensing of mechanical vibrations
for the purpose of structural health monitoring. In contrast to existing sensor technologies mm-waves
penetrate through many non-conducting materials so that vibration measurements of hidden objects
can be obtained in a non-contact way. In the future, this will lead to many interesting new SHMapplications, especially when multiple transmitter and receivers in a MIMO-setup will be used.
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